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The T-33A aircraft is a tandem two place single 
engine turbojet powered aircraft which is utilized 
as a basic trainer and as a combat readiness trainer 
throughout the Air Force. The standard configu- 
ration includes two 230 gallon tip tanks. This per- 
formance evaluation was required as a result of 
a recent command review of the T-33A Flight 
Manual. The total flight time required for the two 
aircraft tested was 31:43 hours during the period 
3 Decembei I960 to 17 January 1961. Indications 
were that the performance data as presented in 
the Fight Manual was not accurate. Aircraft engines 
in service presumably had suffered thrust deteri- 
oration as a result of many years of service. Thus, 
the purpose of this test was to evaluate the per- 
formance of a ret' tentative T-33A aircraft with 
an average thrust engine and to determine the cause 
for the variation in performance between aircraft. 
To this end, the most represenrati-e, instrumented 
T-33A possessed by the USAF Experimental Flight 

Test Pilot School was selected. For comparison 
purposes additional tests were performed on an 
aircraft having a low thrust engine. 

Test results show a 10 percent variation in 
installed thrust which could cause even larger 
percentage variations in take-off and climb perform- 
ance. The cruise and endurance peformanc i? 
relatively unaffected by the thrust variations an.i 
engine life. The greatest can« of thrust ..-H.-UTM: 

is not attributed to the determration of the engine 
with service life, but rather, '.o ths broad thru»', 
limits allowed after overhaul of the engine and 
to variations of i.-jja rpsa in flight. Low exhaust 
gas temperatures (below 685 uegrees C) may indi- 
rpte a low thrust engine; however, positive cor- 
relation of this point was not established. 

The installation of a standard travel pod reduces 
the climb performance slightly and has a negligible 
effect on the take-off and cruise performance. How- 
ever, the cruising speed with the 'ravel pod must 



be reduced from tha: of the standard tip tank 
configuration by .03 Mach number at all altitude« 
to achieve the same performance. 

With a few exceptions the test and Flight Manual 
performance data compare favorably for the rep- 
resentative aircraft tested. The Flight Manual take- 
off data is optimistic by 16 to 24 percent, while 
the descent data examined is pessiir istic by approxi 
mately 73 percent. The Flight Manual cruise and 
climb performance compares favorably at low alti- 
tudes, but is slightly optimistic at high altitudes. 
Insufficient descent and landing data is presented 
in the Flight Manual. 

The T-33A aircraft, having been designed and 
built under early design stand.-.''i; and specifications, 
does not have cockpit features which are consistent 
with modern specificaticns. If it is to be used to 
train pilots to fly modern aircraft, certain changes 
should be made as noted in the recommendations 
«»'■tion of this report. In addition, certain cockpit 

features also noted constitute a flight hazard and 
should be corrected. 

The Flight Manual places sideslip restrictions 
on the aircraft when carrying a travel pod. A 
qualitative investigation of the sideslip character- 
istics of the T-33A aircraft with travel pod installed 
was performed at the request of Sacramento Aii 
Materiel Area. Full rwfdcr ildmüp* in both the 
power approach and cruise configurattnns show 
no adverse characteristics atuihutahle to '.be navel 
pod. Therefore, it is recommended the ii^jslip re- 
strictions for the auxraft with travel pt-i installed be 
the same as for rhc aurraft with tip tanks installed. 

An. engine thrust evaluation, designed to show 
the variation in w.fe.ne thrust caused by changing 
some of the critical engine components as allowed 
by the overhaul specifications, is being conducted. 
This data is not available at this time and the results 
of these tests will be reported in an addendum to 
this report. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report represents the results of performance 

tests conducted on T-33A-5, USAF No. 52-9846. 
The flight program was conducted at the Air Force 
Flight Test Center, Edwards Air Force Base, Cali- 
fornia, and consisted of H flights and 28:30 flight 
hour« du'ing 'he period from 3 LJccember 1960 to 
17 January 1961. Two additional flights for a total 
of 3:15 hours were flown on T-33A, USAF No. 
51-895-1 which had low installed static thrust. 

The "■•33A aircraft, manufactured by the Lock- 
heC'I Aircraft Company, is a two place tandem 
rockpit, single turbojet powered aircraft that is 
utilized by Air Training Command as a basic trainer 

and by other Air Force commands as a combat 
readiness trainer. At the beginning of rin. test the 
test air frame had .iccumulated 2180 flight tours, 
and the engine had 66 total flight hours since last 
overhatl. The aircrnf' -nd engine total flight hours 
are considered representative of the aircraft pres- 
ently in service throughout the Air Force. 

The aircraft was flown with two 230-gallon 
centerline tip tanks installed. The gross weight 
with full fuel was 15,280 pounds with a mid-cenur 
of gravity location. Three Missions were flown with 
an external travel pod which adds 30 pounds when 
.rmrty. 



The data from the program was obtained to check 
the- Might Manual data and to determine any decay 
of ptrfurmance wi.ile carrying an evternJ travel 
pod. An investigation was also conducted to de- 
termine engine performance variation with engine 
life. Thrust stand runs were conducted on seven 
difTcrcnt T-33A aircraft which bad 66 to 326 
engine hours since last overhaul. 

An engine producing low gross thrusr was re- 
moved and tested in the power plant test cell. Since 
overhaul  tolerances on the J33-A-35 engine allow 

n wide variation in size of various critical compo- 
nents, the test engine was overhauled und is being 
tested at the high and low values allowed by the 
engine specification. This is being done to deter- 
mine the probable variation in thrust of :!;•.• eng1 «-s 
in service. Results of thf*: tests will be reported 
in an addendum report when available. 

All tcv. data gained during the program was 
provided to Lockheed /irciaft Corporation as it 
became available. Final plots were foi-varded to the 
contractor on 3 Febnuirv 1061. 

TEST RESULTS 
oookpit «valuation 

Because of the service life of the T-33A aircraft 
and its projected utilization time, only safety of 
flight items and other discrepancies which can be 
easily accomplished to conform with HIAD are 
considered. 

Safety of Flight Items 

The present ejection system is unsatisfactory. It 
does not provide ground level escape at take-off 
and landing speeds, and it does not provide positive 
seat separation at any altitude. The extreme tight 
fit of the SA-17 parachute in the present ejection 
seat may prevent or delay pilot separation from the 
sear during ejection. In view of recent ejection 
fatalities attributed to the failure of the seat to 
separate, it U recommended that a positive auto- 
matic seat separation device be provided immedi- 
ately and that a ground level ejection system be 
incorporated in the aircraft as soon as possible. 

The locations of the starter, ignition, airstatt. fuel 
sequence, battery wnerator and de-icing switches 
are unsatisfactory. Their secluded locations and 
illogical groupings are such as to cause undue effort 
and  motions  to perform normal and emergency 

procedures. These switchjs are located in separate 
parts of the cockpit and are positioned such that 
they are obscured by the canopy rails, throttle niui 
flap switch, making their identification and actua- 
tion difficult. Identification and operation of these 
switches during night or heavy weather is more 
difficult. For instance the engine normal starting 
sequence, in addition to the throttle movement, 
requires four switch actuation motions in various 
locations in the cockpit. The airstart sequence is 
equally as complicated with regards to motions 
and can be dangerous during periods immediately 
after take-off or during darkness. It is recommended 
that these switches be grouped according to func- 
tion in an easily accessible location in the cockpit, 
and that the number of switch a" jation^ b<2 reduce' 
to a RIlUiiiuiMi vSfWLialiy tor emergency procedure 

The T-33A ainrsi't having been designed and 
built according to early desiga Standards and speci- 
fications does not have cur'pit features chat are 
consisi'^nt with modern specifit itions. If this air- 
craft is to be used to train pilots to fly modern 
aircraft •':e cockpit lights and color coding of the 
controls should be consistent with present day 
HIAD specifications. In this light the following 
discrepancies are noted: 



1. A lurgc niiinbci of cockpit indicator and warn- 
ing lights are incorrectly color coded. Red lights 
.should be rewved for wan.i ig of catastrophic 
events such as fire warning, canopy unsafe, etc. 
Amber lights should be used for warning of items 
requiring corrective action by the pilot such as 
fuel sequencing, electrical power fail"", etc Green 
lights are used to signify satisfactory operation of 
the system concerned. The following cockpit lights 
should he changed from red to amber: 

a. 'lip tank low pressure warning light. 
b. Main wing t.ink low pressure warning ligh;. 
c. Leading edge- tank low pressure warning light. 
d. Fuselage tank i«.-serve low warning light 
e. Fuel filter ice warning light. 
f ATO indicator light. 
^   Turn and slip indicatoi warning light, 
h. Gyro insttuitibiu warning light. 

2. The ejection seat handles, canopy jettison "T" 
handle, tip tank jettison handles and the bomb salvo 
button background a.e improperly color coded. 
HI AD C, 2-2.5.10.1 requires that they be painted 
orange - ye llov with black stripes. 



1. The fuselage tnnk switch indicator light «houlcl 
he changed from amber to green. 

i. The | rov'sion IOI a master caution light i..ul a 
caution panel, instead of the various advisory lights 
scattered throughout the cockpit, would greatly 
facilitate the pilot identification of a situation. The 
installation of a panel wot Id reduce the time in- 
volved to identify the light, especiall) a: night 
time. 

5. The present fire, overheat and canopy warning 
lights fh-juld be replaced with the rectangular 
legend lights presently utilized in more modern 
aircraft, this type of light provides positive iden- 
tification  of the malfunctions but will not blind 

the pilot during night or instrument conditions 
as does the present light. The take-off trim position 
light should also be replaced with this type of light. 

(\ The movement of the font cockpit interphone 
control Sox forward to tne vacant position just aft 
of the throttle quadrant would facilitate pilot 
switch actuation. 

7. The fuel ovctboar'l vent light is not dimmable 

and, therefore, ii-pJs to h'^n.-' 'he pilot if illviruna'ed 
at night or during instrument conditic.is. This lig1" 
is frequently actuated at the start of steep descents 
utilized during instrument flying conditions. The 

light should be replaced with one that is dimmahlc. 



around handling 
Visibility during all ground iiandling operations 

from the front cockpit is satisfactory while the 
rear cockpit forward visibility is restricted. 

Directional control is provided tiy asymtnefric 
braking and results in a turning radius that is 
considerably larger than that found for a similar 
aircraft equipped with nose wheel steering. A 
complete stop after a sharp turn can often result 
in a cocked nose wheel. Brake pedal forces r"^ 
deflections  are satisfactory. 

Idle power is sutVicient to maintain the proper 
taxi speed once the aircraft is rolling. The use of 
brakes in turning a sharp corner will require the 
addition of povcr . > obw'n the original taxi .speed. 

Taxiing the aircraft with the canopy open can 
result in a rapid directional oscillation of the can- 
opy which is transmitted to the cockpit instrument 
panels. The vibrations and noise associated with 
this oscillation are annoying. The vibration can be 
eliminated by changing the canopy position or 
placing the canopy in the fully closed position. 

The take-off sequence is initiated by stabilizing 
at 80 percent and releasing brakes after engine 
instruments are checked for satisfactory operation; 
power is then immediately increased to military. 
All take-offs were made using 30 degree flaps. Direc- 
tional control is maintained with brakes up to 90 
knots IAS at which time the rudder becomes effec- 
tive. Directional control is then maintained with 
rudder and aileron; when required. Nose wheel 
lift-off is initiated at 85 knots and the aircraft 
rotated to the take-off attitude at 10 knots below 
take-off airspeed. 

1 he aircraft can be lifted off the runway at an 
indicated speed of 107 knots but is subject to air- 

frame buffet and reduced control effectiveness. The 
recommended Flight Manual speeds of 120 knots 
for normal take-off and 115 knots for minimum 
ground roll are satisfactory. 

The gear was left in the extended position until 
passing through an altitude of fifty feet ai which 
time the gear retraction cycle w»s initiated. The flap 
retraction was initiated at 140 kit .ts and the aircraft 
r''owcd to accelerate while mulu... .mg a sl:^ht 
climb angle. 

The Flight Manual take-off data for the T-33A 
is optimistic for both the ground roll ai.d the total 
distance to clear 50 feet. T!.~ ground roll distance 
for sea level standard day conditions at a brake 
release weight r.f 14,900 pounds and a lift-off indi- 
cated airspeed of 120 knots results in a ground run 
of 3890 feet. The Flight Manual data indicates a 
ground run of 2900 feet under the same conditions. 
The Flight Manual total distance to clear a 50 foot 
obstacle at an indicated airspeed of 135 knots is 
4450 feet. Test value to clear a 50 foot obstacle at 
the same indicated airspeed is 5180 feet or more 
than 16 percent in excess of the value given in the 
Manual. 

Ground roll distances and total distance to 50 
feet with the external travel pod installed are iden- 
tical to the standard configuration. No extra allow- 
ance need be given when planning a take-off with 
this configuration. 

Take off performance with a low thru'..- jnglac 
results in take-off distances that are dightly greater 
than those required with an average thrust engine. 
Ground roll with the low thrust engine is increased 
by 150 to lUi feet vv.d dc distance to 50 feet is 
increased by 150 to 300 feet, depending on the 
speed at take-off and at 50 feet. 
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Take-uff ilalu is presented in Figure /, Ajipendix I 
and is siinnnarized in the following table: 
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climb parformano* 
The climb performance of the T-33A aircraft is 

adequate for its mission. The military and normal 
rated power climb performance contained in the 
Flight Manual is slightly conservative at altitudes 
below 35,000 feet but is optimistic above this alti- 
tude. Acceleration and climb tests indicate that 
climbing the aircraft at speeds higher than the 
Flight Manual recommended schedule will require 
the same time and fuel to reach any given altitude 
but will give slightly better range. Partial fuel 
loads in the tip tank« (60 gallons) increase the rate 
of climb by 350 feet per minute over that for the 
aircraft with full tip tanks. The addition of the 
standard travel pod does not greatly reduce the 
climb performance if the climb schedule recom- 
mended in the Flight Manual is used. Climbing the 
aircraft at higher than Flight Manual recommended 
speeds with the travel pod installed results in a rate 
of climb reduction of approximately 150 feet per 
minute at all altitudes. Low installed thrust does 
not significantly reduce the climb performance if 

the low and high thrust engines can be operated 
at the same (100 percent) engine speed. However, 
engines in the field operate at speeds th it vary Hy 
as much a; 2 j",rc':r.: causing a 300 to 300 fee: psr 
minute variation h climb perfurmance. 

The climb is entered aftci u. acceleration from 
take-off to the initial c!ir<.!> schedule. Th- aircraft's 
nose is rotated upward at approximately ten knots 
below the desired climb speed and the schedule 
aiuiauJiwd by 'nitially reducing the indicated air- 
speed two knots per thousand feet. 

Acceleration and s?wtooth climb tests, (iown to 
determine the best climb schedule, iuditate that 
the aircraft should be climbed at higher speeds than 
are recommended in the Flight Manual. However, 
initial climb tests were flown at too high a speed 
and a slightly slower schedule, lying between the 
lest and Flii 'it Manual sclicdule, is recommended. 



The following table iummiinxes the ihta presented 
hi Figures ? torn 4, Afipendix I for the three climb 
schi-dnU'i flown: 
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Test climbs flow" nt tho ^igh*!? sppH schedule- 
indicate that greater rang, i? obtained for the air- 
craft with tip tanks installed. There is no significant 
change in the time to climb or fuel lueü but the 
increased speed gives a 10 nautical r.i.'o increase in 
range when climbing to 40,000 feet. Tf is climb 
schedule should be used as an alternate if rr.aximum 
range is desire«!, .»nee the recommended Flight 
Manual climb schedule is easy to falkrw and results 
in comparable performance, no chi. ige in the Flight 
Manual schedule is proposed. Climb data for all con- 
figuration and schedules tested is presented in Fig- 
ures 3 through 9, Appendir I. The following table 
summarizes the test data obtained with 2-230 
gallon tip tanks installed and compares it with liii 
dam from the Flight Manual. 
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Climbs performed with 60 gallons in each tip 
tank resulted in a 330 feet per minute increase in 
rate of climb over the full tip tank condition at 
iltitudef: up to 30,000 feet. Above this altitude, the 
difference reduces to 250 feet per minute at 43,000 
feet. This data is presented in Figure 5, Appendix I. 

The addition of a standard external travel pod 
reduces the climL ;<rrformance by less than 100 
feet per minute at all altitudes when the Flight 
Manual climb schedule is used. Climbing at higher 
than Flight Manual speeds with the travel pod does 
not improve the range like it does for the aircraft 
without a travel pod. Therefore, the Flight Manual 
recommended climb schedule jhould always be 
used when the travel pod is carried. The following 
table summarizes the climb  performance  for  the 

configuration with 2-230 gallon tip tanks diuJ rh:: 
external travel pod, Figure H. Appendix I. The 
Flight Mar.ual data shows no ><<'.:rc.u.e in perform- 
ance when carrying th^ travel pod, thus causing 
it to be very optiniisiii. .u high altitude. The serv- 
ice ceiling when carrying the .ravel pod is 42,300 
fm while the Flight Manual data indicate, a value 
of 44,7uu feet. 

The thrust of engines in service can be low be- 
cause of low full throttle rprn in flight or because 
of low rated thrust after overhaul. Engines that are 
trimmed to produce rated rpm on the ground gen- 
erally operate at rpms from zero to one percent 
higher during flight. This, in addition to the varia- 
tions in rated thrust after overhaul can cause sig- 
nificant charges in the climb perfornance. Figure 9, 
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Appendix I, shows the rlimb performance corre- 
sponding to that presented in Figure S (previously 
tabulated), but with no correction for off-standard 
engine operation. This data shows the engine speed 
of the low thrust aircraft, which operated at 99.5 
percent on the ground, to be somewhat improved 
in the air. However, the increase in engine speed 
of »he pfi&nry :zzt aircraft over that obtained on 
the ground is from 100 to approximately 101 per- 
cent The resulting effect on the climb performance 
is about 15 percent through the altitude rai.ge 
checked. When this data is corrected for non-stand- 
aiu engine operation the reduction in climb per- 
formance of the low thrust aircraft is hardly notice- 
able. It is more apparent at high altitudes but is 
leys than 50 to 100 feet per minute.       . 

Normal rated power climb« at 96 percent rpn; on 
the Flight Manual climb schedule frodu, ■ J climb 
performance that was greater than Fligtu ..lanual 
data at 10,000 and 20,000 feet, and !:■«« than the 
Flight Manual da^ at 30,000 and 35,000 ten. The 
total time to climb from sea level to 35,000 feet was 
2.4 m.'rutes less th*-- ehe value given in the Flight 
Manual and covered a distance that was 16 nau- 
tical miles shorter. The service ceiling of 41,500 
feet given by the Flight Manual is very optimistic 
as compared to the 38,300 feet value estimated from 
the test data. The following rahle summarizes rhc 
test and Flight Manual data fo- normal rated power 
Jimb with "!-230 gallon top tanks (Figure 7, 
Appendix I). 
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The climb charts presented in the Flight Manual 
are difficult to interpret and require an excessive 
amount of time to obtain the presented data. It is 
recommended that the two charts be combined into 
a single chart similar to that presented in the Flight 
Manual for later model aircraft. 

■•v«l fllaht parformane« 
The addition of a travel pod ?oH the variation of 

installed thrust from engine to engine has only a 
minor effect on the level flight performance of 'he 
T-33A aircraft. 

Maximum level Fltfhf Speed: 

The maximum levei flight spet-f' is reduced by as 
little as five knots indicated airspeed <it mid-altitudes 
(25,000 feet) when the travel pod is carried. At 
extreme high and lev.- altitudes the travel pud can 
cause as much as 15 knots reduct.an in maximum 
;p?H-.. Thrust variations between aircraft cause 
less reduction in marfmuin speed than does the 
travel pod. The maximum speed H-ua is presented 
in Figure 10, Appendix I, and is summarized in the 
following table. 

10 
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Cruise performance: 

The cruise performance of the T-33A aircraft is 
unaffected by either the addition of a travel pod or 
by the variations in rated thrust of the engine in- 
stalled in different aircraft. However, if the standard 
travel pod is to be carried, the cruise speed must be 
reduced by about .03 Mach number (approximately 
10 '-riot: at ?5,0CO feet) to achieve comparable per- 
formance. 

A comparison of the test data found in Figur« 11 

through 28, Appendix I. with that cf>ntain>.J in the 
Flight Manual shows the Flight Mant.al to be 
essentially correct at altitudes up ur 30,000 feet. 
Above this altitude the Flight Manual is übout 3 
to 4 percent optimistic. This would cause a pilot 
planning a mxiiinum rsn^s cross countty mission 
to be 30 to 40 miles short when cruising at high 
altitudes. A summary of the cruise perfoimance 
found in Appendix I is presented in the following 
table. 

11 
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Other unpublished data obtained by students and 
staff of the I'SAF Experimental Flight Test Pilot 
School has been presented on the level flight per- 
formance summary plot in Figure 11, Appendix 1, 
this data shows excellent correlation with the test 

data. 
To facilitate the translation of the test data tu 

numbers familiar to the pilot. Figures 12 through 
14, 17 through 19, and 22 through 24, Appendix I, 
have  been  equipped  with  double  scales,  giving 
specific range as nautical miles per gallon, fuel flow 
«« gallons per hour, i.nd engine speed as percent 
rpm. While this representation of fuel flow is con- 
venient, it is not correct since the engine perform- 
ince depends on the heat content per poui.d of 
fuel and not per gallon. The fuel density of JP-4 
is allowed to vary from 6.249 to 6.675 under military 
specification;  thus, it is possible to have plus or 

minus 2.5 percent variation in cruise performance 
from any data which is quoted in terms of volu- 
metric fuel flow or fuel quantities (NM/Gal or 
Gal/Hr). Since JP-4 in recent years run> closer t» 
6.35 lb/gai, llü» vn'me i.aa beef, used to create the 
volumetric fuel How scales found in this rcpon. 

Endurance Performance: 
The endurance nerforma.'ce' of the T-33A air- 

craft k best at about 25,000 feet md 170 knots IAS. 
The performance above 25,000 »ect is only slightly 
reduccJ ujt below this altitude the performance is 
reduced significantly. The speed for best endurance 
is about 151 knots IAS at low altitude and increases 
to 179 knots IAS at 42,000 feet. The endurance per- 
formance is found in Figures 12 through 15, Ap- 
pendix I, and is summarized in the lollowing table. 

Indunnn, «iflmd ti «it mMlmiim llimt lim« ptitlbli with • il«-» 
quantity (I tvtl  li  directly  prtportlintl  to  tile  ntvnna  piriineter 
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10,000 13.780 m 191 292.0 2.30 Ml 
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38,000 12,710 .941 170 1M.3 328 1,37 

42,000 12,900 .134 171 102.9 3.28 813 
MTii IMI tUMI» 
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The maximum range of the T-33A aircraft with 
tip tanks installed is attained at .68 Mach number 
and at as high an altitude and power setting as 
possible. This results in a cruise climb which begins 
at Ü.OOO to 42,000 feet and ends at 46,000 to 
47,000 feet with a fuel reserve of 150 gallons. The 
distance traveled with the cruise climb technique is 
1032 miles, including the distance covered during 
a military power climb. An additional 200 miles 

may be obtained by using a 175 knot IAS idle 
power descent from the end of cruise to 10,000 
feet. About 75 gallons of fuel are consumed during 
this type of descent. A cruise mission of this sort 
was flown at a reduced power setting (98 percent 
rpm). The data for this mission is presented in 
Figure 27, Appendix 1, and is summarized in the 
following table. 

CRUISE CUMk 
CONSTANT Ml» ■ II.M 
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«IHM 

n ':■ 

214J \m 
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Because of air traffic control restrictions it is often 
impossible to use truitc climb techniques, V hen 
the uircraft is flown at constant altitude, a differ- 
ent technique must be used (o realize the maximum 
performance possible at that altitude. As for cruise 
climb, the best range for constant altitude cruise is 
obtained at the highest altitude attainable to start 
the auise. At 35,000 feet the total range including 
climb is reduced by 8 percent from that obtained by 
cruise climb techniques at higher altitudes. 

The cruise climb is accomplished by hcldiny the 
desired Mach number and allowing tlw dW i,'k ;(■ 
increase as fuel is consumed. For cruise at constant 
altitude, the Mach number fnv optimum cruise re- 
duces as fuel is used so that the power must be 
reduced to hold the proper Mach number at each 
gross weight   The amount of the decrease in in. 

dicated speed with fuel used may be found in 
Appendix A, Part 9 of the Flight Manual which 
contains the nautical miles per gallon data. The 
reduction for cruise at 30 'o 35.000 feet amounts to 
about 5 knots in IAS for each 150 gallon., of fas' 
tsed. It is recommended for 'ae of flight planning 
that a small table be added to the Nautical Miles 
Per Gallon of Fuel charts in Appendix I of the 
Flight Manual. The table should show the indicated 
airspeed for maximum ran^e of each 100 gallons 
of fuel remaining for tin specified altitude. 

A constant alt^uJ« :r^i'-; missior v. is »own 
using the technique outlined above, i ne resultr 
confirmed the test data yielding a total range of 
950 miles with a 150 gallon fuc! reserve. This data 
is presented in Figure 28, Appendix I, and is sum- 
marized in the following table. 

TBT 

■ ■■■■-■ 

.       PU W M 

Tail, takMfl nit 
i n 

mi MI m 

I kMtl MS iMMIt, IpMl 
InkM.HpOTMlip 

mj 

7i 
" . -- ■ 

FMiiwudahi Mill Mid 
ftMtt.lM«* 

«nraotlonal stability «valuation 
«with traval pod 

At the request of Sacramento Air Materiel Area 
an investigation was made of sideslips with the 
standard travel pod installed. 

Steady state sideslips in the cruise configuration 
were performed out to full rudder deflection and 
at indicated airspeeds from 190 to 300 knots. The 
aircraft exhibited positive static directional stability 
at all speeds and degrees of sideslip tested. Ir.cr.as- 

ing rudder force and deflection were required for 
increased sideslip angles. Dynamic lateral-direc- 
tional stability was tested under the same speeds 
and the aircraft was observed to damp in approxi- 
mately 4.5 cycles. No adverse charac*-ristics were 
noted for this cjnliguration. 

Steady state sideslips in the power approach con- 
figuration were performed out to full rudder de- 
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flection at 145 and 165 linors IAS. The aircraft 
exhibited jositivc jMtic directional stability 
throughout the entire range of sideslips tested. Ex- 
ussive buffeting and slight oscillations were en- 
countered when over halt rudder dtllcuioiis were 
applied. Past experience has shown that uncouirol- 
lable gyrations can result when a large degree of 
sideslip in the power approach configuration is 
initiated by a rapid movement of the rudder to 
full deflection. 

It is recommended that the sideslip cestriu.l-r 
with the travel pod installed be the same n« that 
with tip tanks installed. It is further recommended 
that the sideslips for all power approach config- 
urations be restricted to one half rudder deflection. 

dascant 
The .6 Mach number descent performance con- 

tained in the Flight Manual is significantly in error. 
Test data shows the time to descend from 35,000 
feet at .6 Mach number with speed brakes retracted 
is 15.5 minutes and the distance traveled is 101 
nautical mites. This is almost 72 percent greater 
time and 84 percent greater distance than that given 
in the Flight Manual. In addition, the Flight Manual 

labels the .6 Mach number descent as giving maxi- 
mum range. Tests show that descents at any con- 
stant indicated airspeed between '60 and 190 knots 
give better range from any altitude below 40,()^,') 
tcct. 

The Flight Manual calls for the use ot speed- 
brakes above 35,000 feet when performing the .6 
Mach number descent. This -vsults in a decrease in 
range. The speed brakes should 'ior be extended 
above 35,000 feet during .6 M.. h number descents 
'.'■ inaxinumi range is dnaired. W.. ...urn rarye is 
obtained at 175 knot; indicated speed with idle 
power and speed brakes retracted. In this configura- 
tion from 35,000 feet it is possible to travel 115 
miles m 29.6 minutes with 360 pounds (57 gal,) of 
fuel used. 

T^vo descents were made ?t 150 knots IAS with 
the speed brakes extended. The first was made with 
idle power and the second with 85 percent rpm to 
provide pressurization and defogging. The descent 
performance is approximately the same above 
35,000 feet and differs by 2000 feet per minute at 
lower altitudes with the 85 percent rpm giving the 
lower rate of descent. It is recommended that data 
for these descents be included in the Flight Manual. 

The following table summarizes descent data pre- 
sen'ed in Figures 29 and 50, Appendix I. 

-.l-'^fß-^ 

■   .   » MM        111ft 
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I ni;i'ic-oiii desicnt.« made while holding ci istant 

indliiitcd airspeeds of 160 and PS knots show the 

[•'ligln Manual valuet to he conservative. The table 

below compare» the engine-out descent data pre- 

wnfftl in Figure 31, Appendix I, with that shown 

in the Flight Manual, 

KNaiNK-OUT OIBOKNT 
IriH nl|M 12,120 pnqdt it <iO,(Wn f«tt 

TIME FROM 
40,000 (tit tttl 

i;.»/.»toi 
numn 

IM knots 30.9 nil 100 NM 

175 knot» 27.0 ml« 1MNM 

180 knot! FliihtMMi-injt?.   MNM 

The Flight Manual recommended speed provides 
adequate rpm for restarting the engine and decreases 
the time to descend without greatly decreasing the 
distance traveled. This increases the probability that 
br:tery power will be available at low altitude. The 
only instances where a pilot should reduce speed 
slightly is where the ;»lide distance to a runway is 
marginal and an airstart is not contemplated. 

landlna parformano* 
The recommended procedures and techniques in 

the T-A3A Flight Manua' .ire satisfactory for normal 
traflic pattern, approach and landing. 

Landing distances pub1' ncd foi a "Haul Stop" 
in the Flight Manual are satisfactory in that it 
rcprtseius the minimum short field distances pos- 
sible with the aircraft. Addirional data should be 
included in the Flight Ma.'iual to reflect the landing 
distances with normii techniques and moderate 
braking. 

The Fligh: Manual recommended prcrcdure fo. 
a minimum run landing includes the immediate 
retraction of flaps. Test data indicates that there i' 
no noticeable difference under any type of K nking 
whether the flaps pre left down or retracted. The 
landings on T wet <"■ icy runway should be made 
with the flaps down since the aerodynamic drag will 
he greater than the increase of the braking force on 
this type of low friction surface. If no barrier is 
available on the landing runway it is to the pilot's 
advantage to leave the speed brakes extended dur- 
ing the ground roll. Landings were made using 
light, moderate and heavy braking with flaps full 
down (100 percent). The table on page 16 sum- 
marizes the landing performance presented in Fig- 
ure 35, Appendix I. 
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When very IIKIH braking is utilized ehe ffruuiid 
roll is Mgnü'iOintly IncrcaMu. VC'ith a very light 
hrukrr.g und a touchdown speed (if 1(H) knot» ,i S9(H) 
toot ground roll will result. 

I «rtolntt purformance 

One of the objectives of this lest program was to 
investigate the variations and the causes for varia- 
tions ol installed thrusts, and to check for possible 
deterioration in thrust with engine life. Th," •' 
no correlation of thrust with total engine life and 
only a small an.t.unt of correlation exists between 
thrust and time since last overhaul. One engine 
(S/N A-0H5176) having low installed thrust and 
Kf) hours of operating time was removed and 
checked for ....i.J thrust. The thrust deterioration 
was found to be les» than 100 pounds since overhaul. 
This is fairly reasonable considering that further 
inspection revealed a malfunctioning fuel control 
and excessive compressor and turbine deformations 
that approached the maximum limits. 

The J33-A-35 Engine installed in the T-33A-5 
aircraft is rated at 4600 pounds thrust uninstalled. 
When installed in the aircraft this value drops by 
approximately 800 pounds. The military power 
thrust varies considerably from engine to engine. 
The highest installed thrust measured on the seven 
aircraft tested was 4275 pounds and the lowest was 
3880 pounds. The exhaust gas temperatures (FGT) 
varied from 676 degrees to 720 degrees C. There 
is some correlation between low thrust and low 
exhaust gas temperatures but positive correlation 
was not established. All high thrust engines had 
high EGT (above 69f degrees C); however, some 
low thrust engines had high EGT'., as well. Thus, 
an engine having military power EGT that is less 
than 685 or 690 degrees centrigrade might be sus- 
pected of having low thrust and should be checked 
unless the take-off and climb performance indicates 
otherwise. 

The large variation in engine thrusts and conse- 
quently aircraft performance is attributed not to 

thrust deterioration but to engine trim and the 
broad thrust limits allowed after the engine is over- 
hauled. Engines trimmed to 101) percent rpm on 
the ground do not always operate at the same sp'.ed 
in flight. As n nch as one |)ercent increase in engine 
speed was experienced in flight .luring these tests 
and caused significant variations in climb perform- 
ance. 

Uecausc of the long service life of the )33-A-35 
engine numerous overhauls ha been accomplished. 
'his has caused constdet •*!>!«: \.\-',..•' .n in the ihrust 

oupur between engine«, especially since the only re- 
quirement for an acceptable engine is that it pro- 
duce 4600 pounds or uninstalled thru.«! at exhaust 
gx. temperatures which are less than 715 degrees 
centigrade. J-33 engine» have been known to pro- 
duce 5200 pounds of thiust without exceeding the 
temperature limits. This constitutes a 13 percent 
deviation fron, the rated thrust which can cause a 
greater percentage deviation in take-off and climb 
performance. In addition, there is no mandatory 
overhaul cycle for the engine. This allows some 
thrust deterioration in addition to the broad range 
of thrust ratings allowed above the 4600 pound value. 
If accurate performance figures are to be presented in 
the Flight Manual it is first necessary to limit the 
maximum as well as the minimum allowable thrust. 
It is recommended that thrust after overhaul be 
required to fall between 4600 and 4800 pounds, and 
that the engine trim be checked periodically on the 
ground and in flight to insure that the 100 percent 
rpm has not varied significantly, This would limit 
the percentage variation in aircraft Performance to 
a reasonable value. 

The specific fuel consumption (pounds of fuel per 
hour per pound of thrust) is 1.20 and d".". nc: vary- 
by more than 2 percent between p;rrraft. 

The tabular ■ ummary of the installed 'hrust data 
presented in Figures 45 through 51, Appendix I, 
along with en"'' ■ overhaul data obtained from 
maintenance records, is presented in the following 
table. 
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During the ground static thrust runs the exhaust 
gas temperature system was calibrated. Significant 
errors exist in this system except in the limit EGT 
range. In most instances the indication is 10 to 20 
degrees lower than the actual temperature. A good 
part of this problem is attributed to the reading 
accuracy of the indicator face. A more accurate 
and more readable instrument (EGT Indicator 
Type MJM) is available in Air Force stock and 
should be installed to provide better EGT indi- 
cation. 

walflht 
The engine start gross weight of the test aircraft 

was 15,280 pounds which compared favorably with 
the representative weight of 15,100 pounds given 
in the Flight Manual. The take-off center of gravity 
was exactly half way between the fore and aft limits. 

Since the T-33A aircraft has a fuel counter system 
installed in the standard production aircraft, 'his 

system was calibrated and used for these tests. The 
calibrations showed this system to have less than 
1/10 of one percent error for all fuel flow rates. 
However, thi» figure can be nmitading because the 
counter* are a tubtractive type which indicate gal- 
lons remaining. It must be presumeü dm the air- 
craft are filled to the same level each tin-? prior 
to flight. However, if the refutiing crew is hurried 
and sufficient time is not »llow-J fcr the fuel Ui 
equalize itself between the baffles in the tanks it is 
possible to be shcr; by 30 cr 4i) gallons. Even during 
controlled conditions it was not possible to fill the 
ranks to the same level each time, and the total fuei 
capaci'.j .aried by as much as 10 gallon* (60 to 65 
pounds). 

The capacity of the fuel system was checked 
against a calibrated truck and hy weighing the air- 
craft before and after the refueling operation. The 
fuel capacities of the individual tai.ics compare fa- 
vorably with those given in the Flight Manual. A 
tabular summary of this data follows. 
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The normal fuel density figure for JP-4 used in 
prepamrion of the Flight Manual is 6.5 pounds per 
gallon. Present day fuel densities for JP-4 can run 
from 6.249 to 6.675 pounds per gallon. This can 
cause a 2 to 2.5 percent variation in aircraft weight, 
thus causing some variation in peifjrmancc. Like- 
wise, if the fuel density has been reduced it is 
anticipated that some change in the heat content of 
the fuel has been experienced. Thus, if the hear 
content has been reduced the aircraft performance 
per pound of fuel is reduced resulting in leu range 
available. Because of this discrepancy in fuel density 
and heat content of the fuel, specific range and fuel 
flows quoted in terms of gallons, as in the Flight 
Manual, can be in error. Therefore, it is recom- 
mended that this fact be explained in the Flight 
Manual and that the Flight Manual figures be based 
on a more representative fuel density. The fuel den- 
sity used throughout this report to convert from 
gallons to pounds is 6.35 pounds per gallon; how- 
ever, this figure may no; ^ representative Air 
Force wide and should be checked before it is ac- 
cepted as the basis for the Flight Manual. 

The position error calibration of the standard 
system of the T-33A aircraft is not consistent. Nu- 
merous calibration tests flown during the test pro- 

gram show poor repeatability and correlation with 
each other. The data presented in Figure 32, Appen- 
dix 1, shows plus or minus 2 knots variation from the 
mean with no apparent variations due to Mach ef- 
fects. The variation in position error is attributed 
to the fact that the standard airspeed system utilizes 
a flush source which is very sensitive to small 
amounts of sideslip. Since the T-33A does not have 
rudder trim it is not possible to trim to a zero side- 
slip condition. 

The trend of the calibration is the same as that 
given in the Flight Manual except that the correc- 
tion is more negative ist hlg'.. tpzed and more posi- 
tive at low speed. 

The airspeed calibration is the same with «ear, 
gear and flaps, and gear flaps and speed brakes ex- 
tended; however, the valves ic sot ngiee with those 
given in the FKght Manual. The Flight & anual data 
shouH hr changed to agree with the •aformation 
giv.n in Figure ^2 and 33, Appendix I. 

An airspeed calibration in ground effcu was ob- 
tained as part of the take-off and landing tests. 
Theodolite data was used to determine the true 
airspeed. This information was corrected to equiv- 
alent and compared r>. the indicated airspeed noted 
in the cockpit. This data is presented in Figure 34, 
Appendix 1. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The T-33A aircraft satisfactorily performs its mis- 

sion as a basic trainer and as a combat readiness 
trainer. However, certain cockpit discrepancies make 
it unlike any aircraft in the present Air Force in- 
ventory. If this aircraft is to be used to train pilots 
to fly modern day aircraft, its cockpit features should 
more closely conform to modern standards. 

The Flight Manual data for the T-33A aircraft 
with tip tanks installed is in general agreement with 
the test results; however, some discrepancies exist. 
The Flight Manual take-off pcrformante is very 
optimistic and must be changed. The Flight Manual 
climb and cruise performance at low and medium 
altitudes are satisfactory but are optimistic above 
35,000 feet for the climb and above 25,000 for the 
cruise. There is insufficient descent data presented 
in the Flight Mar'-.il and that which was checked 
is in error. The landing performance given in the 
Flight Manual is satisfactory but does not represent 
the distances for normal braking conditions. 

Tiie installation of a standard travel pod doe* not 
affect the cruise performance of the aircraft if the 

cruise speed is reduced by .03 Mach number. The 
climb performance with the travel pod is reduced 
by approximately 150 feet per minute at all altitudes. 
The take-off and landing performance is not affected 
by the installation of the travel pod. 

Undue sideslip restrictions have been placed upon 
the aircraft when carrying a traui pod. These re- 
strictions need not be more stringent thin those (•«■ 
the aircraft without the travel pod However, fm 
both configurations the aircraft should In Unxk' 1 
to one half rudder deflection sideslips in the power 
approach configuration. 

There is considerable throw variation between 
J33-A-?>5 engines installed in T-33A aircraft. This 
is caused by broad overhaul tolerances and by the 
tact that thcic is no mandatory overhaul cycle on 
the engine. Installed military power thrust varies 
from 3880 pounds to 4275 pounas or by 10 percent. 
However, the specific fuel consumption is relatively 
constant for all engines. This results in variations 
in take-off, climb and maximum spr-d performance 
but has littie effect on the cruise performance. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
A, The following safety of flight items are of 
sufficient urgency to require immediate action: 

1. Provide the ejection system with a positive 
pilot-seat separator (page 2). 

2. Modify the ejection seat to give a ground 
level ejection capability at take-off and landing 
speeds (page 2). 

3. Re-locate the normal starting and airstart 
switches to a mure accessible position where they 
may be easily identified and actuated. Reduce the 
number of switch actuations to complete a given 
operation to a minimum (page 2). 

B. The following recommendations arc made to 
prtent cxccciivc thrust variations which cause sig- 
nificant performance differences between T-33A air- 
craf' in service. 

1. Engine trim of all aircraft in service should 
*"> periodically checked both on the ground and 
in flight to insure that the 100 percent rpm does 
not vary significantly. One percent can account 
for as much as 140 pounds of thrust accompanied 

by a 400 feet per minute change in the rate of 
climb at sea level (page 17). 

2. It is recommended that a maximum allow- 
able tnrust limit be established at 4800 pounds in 
addition to the 4600 pounds minimum thrust 
presently required so that the aircraft perform- 
ance will more realistically conform to that which 
is published in the Flight Manual (page 17). 

3. It is further recommended that a -eaHstic 
overhaul cycle be established tu prevent unnormal 
thrust deterioration which results from exces- 
sively long periods of operation bciv-een over- 
hauls (page 17). 

Ca It is recommended that the Flight Manual be 
changed to reflect the results of this report. Specific 
areas which require attention are: 

1. The take-off data must be revised (page 5). 

2. The climb presentation should be simplified 
and the data should be changed to agree with 
light test results. Include travel poö climb d>.ta 
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in the Flight Matmal (pages 8 through 11). 

3. Change the high altitude level flight data. 
Revise the cruise climb instructions to reflect a 
constuiit Mach number climb and rei'uirfd rpm 
cruise. Include instructions for cruising with a 
travel pod. Include a table on each specific range 
chart to show the proper cruise airspeed ioi' eaui 
100 gallons uf fuel remaining (pages 11 through 
14). 

4. Correct .6 Mach number descent data con- 
tained in the Flight Manual and add 175 knots 
and ?"> Irn(ws idle and 85 percent rpm ücsccnt 
datr. to the flight Manual (page 15). 

5. Include additional landing data for opera- 
tional (light to moderate) braking conditions. 
The distance required when clearing an obstacle 
should be included in the landing presentation 
(page 16). 

6. It is recommended that all Flight Manual 
data be based on z more realistic fuel density 
which represents the Air Force wide average value 
(page 19). 

7. No additional sideslip restrictions need be 
imposed upon the aircraft when carrying a travel 
pod. However, it is recommended that the aircraft 
be restricted to half rudder deflection sideslips in 
the power approach configuration both with and 
without the travel pod (page 15). 

a. Tip tank low pre'.iire 
b. Main wing tank low pressure 
c. Leading edge tank low pressure 
d. Fuselage tank reserve low 
e. Fuel filter ice 
f. ATO iuJkal« 
g. Turn .ind slip indicator 
h. Gyro instrument 

2. Change the color of the fuselage pump indi- 
cator from amber to green (page 4). 

3. Color code ;he following items orange- 
yellow with black striping (page 3): 

a. Ejection seat handles 
b. Canopy jettison "T" handle 
c. Tip tank jettison handles 
d. Bomb salvo button background 

4. Replace the present fire, overheat, canopy 
warning and take-off trim indicator lights with 
rectangular legend lights of the type utilized in 
later model aircraft (page 4). 

5. Provide a dimmable fuel overboard vent 
light (page 4). 

6. Install a more accurate exhaust gas tempera- 
ture indicator to prevent possible over Tempera- 
ture conditions that tan inadvertently occur with 
the present indicators (page 18) 

D. The following recommendations should be ac- 
complished to improve the cockpit of the T-33A 
aircraft and to make it more compatible with the 
cockpits of modern day aircraft. These corrections 
can be accomplished bv using agencies with a min- 
imiT.i of tftort. 

1. Replace the following warning lights (pres- 
ently color coded red) with amber filte-s (page 3): 

Mm The following items should be ace »mplished 
if future Technical Order im..!incations are pro- 
grammed- 

1. Provide a master caution panel to «place 
the various warning lights scattered throughout 
the cockpit (page 4). 

2. Move the front cockpit interphone control 
box forward (page 4). 
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symbols 
and 

notations 
b Wing Spin « 
• Airplane Efficiency Factor — 

F. Cross Thrust lbs 
f. Not Thrust lbs 
M Mach Number 

MAC Moan Aerodynamic Chord ft 
P. Ambient Pressure "Hf 
T. Ambient Temperiture •N 

\ Ceirpressor Inlet Te'al Temperature •R 

\ Tu-tine Dlschirie Temperature IE6T) •R 
W, Gros« WeljM lbs 
w, Fuel Flow lbs/hr 

V, True Airspeed kts 
MS er V.. Indicated Airspeed Ms 
CAS «r Vc Calibrated Airspeed kts 

n Normal Lead Fader 1 
N Enfim Speed RPM 

«h/dt Rete of Climb ft/min 

mtt). Rate of Climb while accoloratinf It/min 

dVJdH Climb Schedule Acceloratlni kts/lt 

3. Pressure Ratio P./2J.92 

«,, Compressor Inlet Pressure Ratie P,,/29.92 

A An incremental Chants of the 
Variable which it precedes 

«. Temperature Ratie T./2II. 

»', Compressor Inlet Temperature Ratio T.,/2W. 

subscripts 
a    Ambient Condition 

s    Standard Day Conditions 

t    Test or Staination (total) conditions 

data analysis mathods 

Take-Off Performance: 
The take-off perfora.j'nc data presented in this 

report was measured by AFFTC Photo Theodolite 
Facilities and was reduced to sea level standard day 
no wind conditions in accordance with the exponen- 
trial methods presented in Reference 2. The test 
and standard thrust were obtained from the static 
thrust run data at appropriate values of corrected 
rpra, N/VT.7 

Static Thrust Runs: 
The static thrust measurements performed as psrt 

of this test were accomplished on the Edwards 
Thrust Stand Facility. '1 i e data was reduced to sen 
level standard day cundiiion> .nrough tl*. use of the 
parameters FG/3a, N/S eT, Tu/ea and V,/i.S 6* 
Specific Fuel Consumption: 

SFC   = Wf 
/ V'a 

iSon-Stcjdy State Energy Equations 
Climbs, descents, accelerations and sawtooth 

climbs were reduced by non-steady state techniques 
with the equations being programmed to the IBM 
704 computer. The computer utilizes an increment 
method of obtaining rates, where the method of 
incrementing is determined by the input cards. The 
equations used to compute the unaccelerated rate of 
climb is 

dh 
dT 

6c0 2.8523 Vt, 
32.172 

AVt 
At 

climb when accelerating was computed by the fol- 
lowing expression 

( 

, dh 
'<ir)a- 60 [2.8523 

32.172 

AVt 
■sr [»] AH\ AH 

At 
1     /SIl 

(A ,"   \ 
 1  is the acceleration with altitude 
AH/ 

required by the desired climb schedule 

Thrust corrections were made to the climbs, accel- 
erations and sawtooth climbs by means of slopes 
taken from the engine m-aiufacturers model specifi- 
cation, Reference 7. The thrust corrections were 
converted into rate of climb by use of rhc equation 
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,                   ..     AFn    Vt,    101.33 
R/Cthrust   -     -p  

Weight corrections wort made by use of the follow- 
ing equacion.-,: 

Effects of Induced Drag 

Z5.33 vTir AR/Cinddrag   a 

PaB   Mb'e 

Effect of weight alone 

AR/CWelght   = hü"   +   AH/Cthru»t|    ^ 

The standard rate of climb for accelerations and 
sawtooth climbs is 

R/C,   =   ^     +   AR/Cthru8t   + 

AR/Cinddrag   +   AR/Cweight 

for climbs 

R/C9   =    (^)a    +   AR/Cthru.t   + 

AR/Cind drag   +   AR/Cweight 

for descents 

+   AR/Dweight 

Fuel flow corrections for climbs und accelerations 
were based on the slopes of the fuel flow curves 
presented in Figures 36, 38 and 40. 

No corrections were made for engine overtempera- 
ture or undertemperature conditions nor were cor- 
rections made for the engine beir^ overspeud or 
underspeed. 

Level Fhght Performance 

Stabilized speed power data was obtained 
throughout the speed range by maintaining con- 
stant weight pressure pan meter, W/8. The data 
was reduced by the n.cihods outlined in References 
1 and A. 

Range 

Two range missions were flown utilizing the 
cruise climb technique with and without the travel 
pod. Another was flown at constant altitude. The 
data was instrument corrected but not reduced to 
standard day conditions. 

Landings 

Landing data was obtained using the AFFTC 
Photo Theodolite Facilities. The data was reduced 
to sea level, standard day, ao wind conditions «r- 
cording to the methods shown in References 1 and 5. 

Airspeed Calibration 

The calibratior of the ships standard system 
was obtained by the tower fly-by, ground speed 
courst Mini pacci mpthor'i. The T-37, F-KM, T-33 
and T 28 pacers were utilized. No effects of total 
head loss were noted and all of the error was as- 
sumed to be caused by the static system. The data 
reduction procedures used are outlined in Refer- 
ences 1 and 4. 

The position correction in ground effect was ob- 
tained during landings from photo theodolite data 
ut the touchdown point. 
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performance 
plots 

i. Taketff Perforroinc« 27 
2-9 Climb Performance 2^40 

10-26 level Fllfht PerfermMce 42-58 

27-28 Renge Mitjlen 6042 

29-31 Sbiient r«rfci<iMnce 6448 

32-34 «IriptiJCallbratlen 6171 

31 Landfnt Psn'sfKance 72 
36-41 Engin* Perlermanee 73-78 

42 Inlet PreiiureKeca.?r« 79 
«•44 Engine Initrumentatlen 80-81 

45-51 Static Thrust Pertermanc» 8288 
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ftMH 

APPENDIX II 
aircraft dimensions 

and 
design data: 

General: 

Length 37.72 ft Span, one flap 8.47 ft 

Height 

Span 

11.67 ft Mean chord 1.81ft 

37.54 ft 
Deflection limit 45 degrees 

Tread 8.75 ft 
Ailerons: 

Wing: Total area including 
trim tabs 17.5 sq « 

Area 234.8 sq ft Left trim üb area 0.46 sq ft 
Span 37.54 ft 

Right trim tab kua 0.48 so ft 
Aspect ratio 6.00 with tip tanks 

Aneron total travel ±20 deer es from horizontal 
Taper ratio 2.63 

Aileron trim tab 
DifieditSi + 3 degrees 49.8 mm t;^..: from trailing 

Incidence root +1 degree 0 min edge ±20 degrees from horlzo.ital 

Incidence tip -0 degree 30 min 

Airfoil section NASA 65-213, a = 0.5 Speed Brakes 

MAC 80.6 in Total area 5.8 sq ft 

Defleetior 60 degrus ±3 degrees 

Whin flaps: 
45 degrees 

or 
±3 degrees 

Type SVlit (depend-i un series of 

Area, total 30.7 sq ft aircraft) 
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■ no asymmetric deflection 

Horizontal Tail 

Total area 
Span 

Elevator area 
intluding tabs 

Trim tab total area 
Spring tab total area 

Elevator deflection 
range 

Trim fab deflection range 
1. From T. E. elevator 
2. From T. L elevator 

SpitAg tab deflection 
range 

Airfoil section NASA 65,2-010 
Symmetrical Section 

Vertical Tail 
Total area 

Rudder area including 
trim tab 

Total deflection 
Airfoil section NASA 65,2-010 

Symmetrical Section 

Operating Limitations 

1. LOAD FACTORS 
2-230 gal centerline tip tanks 

Symmetrical pullout 
+7.33g 
-3.00g 

No tip tanks 
Symmetrical pullout 

-t-8.00t 
-lOOf 

45.5 sq ft 
15.7 ft 

8.7 sq ft 
0.55 sq ft 
0.5' ™ ft 

+26 degrees 
-16 degrees 

+ 20 degree« 20 minutes 
—26 ^jrec! up 

+ 10 degrees 
-22 degrees 

22.5 tq ft 

5.3 sq ft 
±30 degrees 

Rolling pullout 
+4.9g 

Rolling pullout 
+ 5.33g 

2. Maximum Speeds 
With or without 2-230 gallon centerline tip tanks and/or 
travel pod. 
505 knots IAS or Mach 0.80 whichever it lower. 

3. Additional Limitations 
No intentional inverted spins 
No intentional erect spin with gear and flaps down 

No Intentional erect spins «ritn tip tanks removed or with 
tip tanks installed and containing fuel. 
Rate of roll limit—158 degrees per second with 2-230 
gallon centerline tip t:nk$ installed. 

4. Landing Gear 

Operation and down ans iafinCü —195 kL 

5. Flaps 
45 degrees down —175 kts 

6. C. G. limits +23.8 percent to 1-32.0 peitent MAC with 
tip tanks installed +23.0 percent to +32.0 percent MAC 
without tip tanks. 

■ flight control system 
Longitudinal control is provided by the elevator 

which is powered by direct linkages to the control 
stick in each cockpit. The elevator is divided into 
two sections, one on each side of the rudder, and 
is interconnected by a bar linkage. Spring tabs on 
each side of the elevator are utilized to reduce the 
longitudinal stick forces. Trim tabs on each elevator 
section are electrically operated. The total elevator 
deflection available is 26 degrees up and 16 degrees 
down from neutral. 

Lateral ccmrol is provided by hydraulic boosted 
ailerons. The boost system reduces the stick forces 
required by 1/13 thai utilizing the MURUE.I System. 
Manual operation of the ailerons is available «r« 
cas^ of a malfunction of the r'draalic system. The 
aileron trim system incorpor;U'-s an electrically ac- 
tuated tab on the left aileron and a small ground 
adjustable tab or. the rig^t aiteron. Total aileron 
defleciion is ± 20 degrees from  he neutral position. 

A onventimM rudder is utilized and is powered 
by direct linkages to the rudder pedals in each 
cockpit. The rudder trim tab is ground adjustable 
only. Total rudder deflection is ± 30 degrees from 
the iiculral pusitlun. 

The wing flaps are of a split de'.'gn and are ac- 
tuated by tvj electric motors that are mechanically 
interconnected by a flexible shaft. This feature pro- 
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vieles for flap operation in case one motor fails; 
however, this unsymmetrical flap deflection causes 
rhe aircraft to roll toward the flap with the failed 
motor. 

Two speed brakes, kxrated beneath the rear cock- 
pit, are hydraulically operated. The total deflection 
available is either 45 degrees or 60 degrees depend- 
ing on the series of aircraft. The majoiity of aircraft 
in the inventory have two position speed brakes, 
i.e., either opened or closed. Some late model air- 
craft have continuously variable control allowing 
braking to be adnisrer) between iull opened and 
full closed. 

I fuel system 
The fuel system consists of a fuselage tank, four 

wing tanks and two external tip tanks. All wing 
and tip tanks feed into the fuselage tank which 
supplies fuel to the engine. The fuselage tank, main 
wing ranks, and leading edge tanks all incorporate 
a boost pump to transfer fuel under pressure. The 
tip tanks utilize engine air to force feed fuel into 
the fuselage tank. The sequence in which fuel is 
burned is manually controlled by the pilot by turn- 
ing the boost pumps and/or ptessurization on or 
off. In case of electrical failure the fuel from the 
fuselage tank and tip tanks are available for engine 
operation. Kelerencc page 19. 

powar plant operation 
The T-33A aircraft is powered by a J33-A-35 

turbojet engine which is manufactured by the Alli- 
son Division of the General Motors Corporation. 
The engine is rated it 4600 pounds at military 
power (100 percent rpm). Whi;;' Installed in the 
T-33A this value is reduce«! by approximately 800 
pounds for static conditions. Military power is rated 
at 11,750 rpm (100 percent) and normal rate-i 
power is 11,280 rpm (96 percent). 

The engine utilizes centrifugal compression and 
has a single stage impeller which produces a com- 
pression ratio of 4.5 io 1. The rompressor and aux- 
iliary equipment is driven by a single stage turbine 
wheel. 

9637 lbs 
430 

5213 

I walsht a.n*M balanca 
Basic wcigU including 2-230 gallon tip 

tanks 
Two pilot; 
821 gallors of fuel (»r 6.35 lbs/i?a') 
Engine start weight 15,280 
Center <. f gravity at engine start is 28.8 percent 
MAC afid 25.2 percent MAC when empty. 

I Inatrumantatlon 
The test data was recorded by use of a photo panel 

recorder installed in the nose compartment. Instru- 
mentation used during the program is listed below. 

Phoio Panel Recorder: 

Airspeed indicator 
Altimeter 
Free air temperature indicator 
Tachometer 
Fuel remaining counter 
Stop watch 

Cockpit Instruments: 

Airspeed indicator 
Altimeter 
Tachometer 
Free air temperature indicator 
Fuel remaining counter 
Exhaust gas temperature indicator 
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